MALMÖ • DECEMBER 12, 2021

> NATURAL WINES, NORDIC VIBES…
Nordic Naturalia is probably the first and now largest natural wine fair in Sweden.
With the first edition having taken place in 2019 and having seen a great affluence
of both private public and trade operators we were encouraged to embark again
on this wonderful adventure and expand with an even larger and richer selection of
natural vignerons.

> WHAT IS NORDIC NATURALIA AND WHY YOU SHOULDN’T MISS IT
NORDIC NATURALIA was born out of the love and passion of a trio of Italian/
Swedish friends and wine professionals for vibrant, passionate and terroir-driven
natural wines with interesting stories to tell. The Nordic public has embraced the Verb
of natural wines with a passion and we consider it our sacred mission to introduce
an ever growing range of natural vignerons to a wider and wider public, both
natural wine lovers and anyone who feels a curiosity towards this wonderful world.
We believe that natural wine is much more than a mere product, as it is a vehicle
for the transmission of a rich breadth of cultural visions, a sustainable world

view, and a living cultural object. Oh yes, and just always utterly fascinating and

delicious. As it almost always happens, once most people taste natural wines and the
fires of passions are ignited it’s almost impossible to go back. Every convert to the
cause if for us, and we believe also for all vignerons, a reason to rejoice and a small
victory.
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Name of the event: NORDIC NATURALIA 2021
When: SUNDAY DECEMBER 12TH, 2021		
Location: FAR I HATTEN		
GRAND MALMÖ

Time: from 11:00 to 18:00

Folkets Park, 214 27 Malmö

www.farihatten.se

Monbijougatan 17, 211 53 Malmö

www.grandmalmo.se

The two locations, nestled within the splendid Folkets Park, are just a short 5 minutes’ walk
apart from each other.
Far i Hatten is a large, stunningly beautiful partially open air restaurant with a garden (which is
adapted to winter and fully heated), while Grand Malmö is a stately, fully renovated villa. Both
have been true pioneers in Sweden, not only insofar as locally sourced innovative cuisine but
especially when it comes to having a fantastic fully natural wine list.

CONCEPT & FORMAT

We’ll host a joyous platoon of over 30 (and perhaps many more) natural vignerons from Italy,
several corners of Europe and beyond
Entrance fees:
> Free for importers and trade operators (pre-registration is encouraged)
> 350 kr early bird ticket until November 30th

> 400 kr after November 30th and at the door
Tickets will be available for sale soon on Eventbrite and on www.nordicnaturalia.com
Winemaker’s Dinner at 19:00: The winemakers’ dinner will be a Sunday Roast featuring the
vignerons’ wines. Tickets for the dinner will be available for sale soon.

CONTACTS

g.segni@gmail.com / giovanni@nordicnaturalia.com

